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あらまし 通常, 教室における対話型のホワイトボードのためのソフトウェアは, 事前に準備した静止画像に加
えてリアルタイムのコメントを提示を示すためのツールとで構成されている．このデザインは学生に代わり, 教師
中心のインタラクションを向上させるであろう.教師とのインタビュー，文献調査，観測を通じて，我々は教育現場
での制約を理解し,講義改善のガイドラインを引き出すことができた．我々は対話型のホワイトボードのオープンス
ペースのインタフェースで，オープンソースソフトを開発した.それはジェスチャーベースの相互作用パラダイムを
採用した．教師や学生に学習資料の創作，構造，プレゼンティーションに柔軟性をもたせた．複数の学生との共同
作業による学習では,ペンタブレットを通してホワイトボードにアクセスすることもできる.
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Abstract Software for interactive whiteboards in the classroom usually combines tools for showing prefabricated presentations with annotation features. Instead of encouraging students to participate by contributing this design promotes a
teacher-centred interaction in the classroom. Through literature review, observation, and interviews with teachers we identified
pedagogical and situational limitations of this approach and derived design guidelines. We developed open source software
with an open space interface for interactive whiteboards. It applies a gesture-based interaction paradigm and allows teachers
and students to flexibly create, structure, present and document learning materials. Within collaborative learning activities multiple students may access the whiteboard through pen-tablets.
Keyword Classroom Technologies, Interactive Whiteboards, Pen-Tablets, Open Learning Environment, Collaborative
Learning, Learner-Centered Design Pattern
learning in such environments are falling behind the

1. Introduction
Educational technologies and the learning environments

technological advances. Teachers who themselves have

they compose underwent radical changes within the last

studied in completely different media environments need

years. While students take their PDAs and Laptops into

to apply new instructional methods that exploit the poten-

classrooms

tials these new technologies provide, but they are some-

equipped

with

wireless

connections

and

interactive

times hardly coping with the interaction design and the

learning material the didactics and practices to support

instructional design, implemented in these new technolo-

teachers use interactive

whiteboards and

gies. Intuitively usable interfaces, media properties and

moderated, but not driven by the teacher are considered

functionalities flexibly supporting various instructional

favorable for relevant learning experiences [14]. They

methods are needed. A reasonably consistent interaction

encourage self-directedness and collaboration as they

design across programs and devices may ease the interac-

combine explicit instruction (providing for guidance, ori-

tion and therefore enhance opportunities for learning.

entation and help) and interest-driven constructive learner

This paper and the prototype we present are part of an

activities. Instead of presenting pre-fabricated learning

ongoing research and development project, in which we

content and transferring his knowledge to the students the

try to identify, implement and evaluate interaction design

teacher acquires the role of a moderator for his students

patterns for formal and informal learning environments

who co-construct their knowledge with his support, using

using computer technology in the classroom and espe-

various media. The presentation-and-annotation philoso-

cially, using an electronic whiteboard. Design patterns are

phy of standard interactive whiteboard software does not

re-usable standard solutions to common problems in

support these kind of flexible activities well. Instead, it

software design. They describe structural and behavioral

suggests proceeding operationally slide by slide through a

features that improve the "habitability" of something – a

pre-fabricated presentation. Co-creation and reuse of

user

ob-

content and visualization is limited. The graphical anno-

ject-oriented program, or even a physical architecture. In

tation of a given presentation lacks a semantic dimension.

the field of Human-Computer Interaction they are usually

Besides writing, drawing and erasing on the board, users

interface,

an

interactive

installation,

an

being applied to support task-oriented activities. In this

are not supported in subsuming, inducing or deducing

work, we adapt them to support learning activities. The

concepts or fading in and out aspects on the board – pro-

main scenario will be interaction design patterns for

viding depth to the interaction.

classroom situations that combine the use of interactive

In our previous works on software prototypes of the

whiteboards with several students’ access through pen

JavaFreestyler environment and the DeepBoard system [3]

tablets. Aspects like the access management pose new

we tried to overcome the conceptual gap. We analyzed

requirements to this scenario. Moreover when multiple

current usage of whiteboards in interactive classroom

peripheral input and output media face a central means

settings, conducted interviews with teachers and students,

for content creation and presentation (like an interactive

and defined guidelines and requirements for enhanced

whiteboard) there is a proportional increased complexity

interaction. JavaFreestyler implements an integrated en-

within the logic of interaction.

vironment for presenting, running and annotating java
programs in order to avoid having to switch constantly

2. Related Works

from one application to another during a lecture, distract-

2.1. Whiteboards and gesture-based interaction

ing the concentration of the students. DeepBoard imple-

Primary functions of the traditional blackboard in class

ments a hierarchical freehand writing application based

are to guide the lesson through different phases, to focus

on a full gesture approach for implementing interfaces for

the views and attention of the audience towards a central

an electronic whiteboard. The concept of hierarchical

stage, to document the lesson (enabling the students to

writing provides for semantic relations between parts of

rewrite its content for later studies), and to increase

the contents drawn on the e-board’s screen and differenti-

learning and understanding by providing structure [12].

ates our approach from the Flatland interface mentioned

The first electronic "LiveBoards" were developed by

in [8]. However, both prototypes we developed did not

Xerox PARC. In the last years the SmartBoard™ hardware

support simultaneous access by different clients.

has been adapted by many schools and universities. These

Most related research on interaction with large-screen

interactive whiteboards usually offer the functionality of

interfaces and interactive whiteboards focused on sup-

taking an instant screenshot of the display which can be

porting collaborative workgroups and business meetings.

freehand annotated and stored as an image file.

Most “presentation software” that is usually being used in

Whiteboards have been criticized for promoting a

class like Microsoft PowerPoint, or Smart Notebook, has

teacher-centered approach giving a passive role to the

not been specifically designed for educational purposes

learners [13]. Constructivist approaches to teaching and

[11]. Few educational lecture tools are able to mix writing,

learning propose open, problem-oriented classroom ac-

discussing, and the ability to generate high quality docu-

tivities. Problem-oriented learning environments that are

ments or graphics easily, without interrupting the class.

One example is FreeStyler [6]. It supports information

input devices access a single PC.

retrieval in classroom settings. Different types of knowl-

An early attempt achieved simultaneous input to appli-

edge can be represented and structured. However, access

cations with two mice [2]. A more recent approach [24]

is limited to a single user.

shows a Multi-cursor Window Manager, based on modifi-

Within the business domain, cooperation in multime-

cations to the Xserver and the X11 framework. A different

dia-offices and CSCW-environments has been studied.

solution, the SDG Toolkit [23], based on the Raw Input

Productivity tools for primarily informal workgroup

API of the recent MS Windows XP. The SDG Toolkit was

meetings [9] or gesture based support for object-oriented

created with the idea to provide an independent layer over

modeling [5] have been developed. An early application

which one can build applications with input from multiple

for the Xerox LiveBoard called Tivoli [16] explored the

keyboards or mice. The toolkit was used [20] to provide

transition from freeform writing to structured interaction.

multiple inputs in student applications for developing

It allowed groups of users in real time to flexibly organ-

countries where the ratio computer-students are very low.

ize and arrange materials on the board through direct ma-

Another similar toolkit is called TIDL [7]. It supports

nipulation of boundaries and recognition of “implicit

multiple mice and keyboards for legacy and custom ap-

structures” by the system. Some works examine gesture

plications through an independent layer between the input

analysis in pen-based interfaces. “Flatland” uses freeform

devices and the applications. This layer also works across

strokes as basic input and output primitives for office

several PCs removing the distinction between local and

whiteboards, flexible screen segmentation and pluggable

remote input devices, that is, for all the applications all

applications for different segments [8]. Proximate lines of

the inputs are local. Pen-tablets (also allowing for ges-

research deal with display walls for information visuali-

tures) as input devices have not yet been considered,

zation in control centers, shared displays in meeting

though.

rooms, and large screen metaphors.
In the educational field, opportunities for free drawing

3. An Open Learning Environment

in Kindergarten have been explored through observation

A starting point for our design is the notion of open-

[18]. Initiatives for collaborative learning in school [13]

ness as it is being referred to in the definitions of

and the computer-integrated classroom [1] have been re-

open-source software, open space technologies, and fi-

ported. Focusing on reuse of teaching materials, the

nally our own definition of an open learning environment.

eClass (or Classroom 2000) project introduced the notion

3.1. An Open Projection Space for Learning

of “teaching and learning as multimedia authoring” [4].

Open space is an answer to the question of how to deal

In trying to optimize the use of e-boards in classrooms,

with diversity, within an organization, a community, or

different setups of the environment and input devices like

even a classroom. Open space environments [19] invite

tablet-PCs, PDAs and Laptops have been considered.

participants to take responsibility for their passion. Ini-

Hardly anyone questioned the quality of the board-show

tially instructed by a facilitator who presents the general

itself, taking the windows oriented desktop projection and

theme, the process and its guidelines, the participants

annotation philosophy for granted.

move around, interact and contribute freely to designated

2.2. Multiple Clients Access Systems

areas

driven

by

their

interests.

They

engage

in

The individual in front of his screen has been a basic

self-initiated or ongoing discussions as long as they may

assumption in computing since it was popularized under

contribute or learn something, or disengage and go some-

the paradigm of personal computing. But collaborative

place else. Using various materials they take notes and

learning in computer enhanced environments needs col-

document their self-organized activities. While the ap-

laborative access to the presentation and content creation

proach has been primarily used for problem-solving ac-

media.

tivities with small to large groups of people, a primary

Multiple clients are usually connected by a network of

outcome is the learning and motivation of the participants

PCs that access an application. While in a centralized

being achieved. In this respect it complies with construc-

application a single PC acts as a server, peer-to-peer ap-

tivist learning theories that also emphasize motivation

plications rely on the participants. LiveNotes for example

and active engagement of the learners, and propagate

applies tablet PCs, connected by a wireless network [10].

problem-oriented exploration and development of a given

However, a different challenge comes up when multiple

field of study.

We took this notion of openness as an inspiration for the

3.4. Collaborative Learning

design of the whiteboard interface. The interaction begins

While experiencing the value of collaboration may it-

with an open white space that may be created by the

self be an objective of learning activities, the idea of col-

teacher or students making a simple (rectangular) gesture

laborative learning refers to the potentials of motivating

on the whiteboard or pen-tablet. Participants can contrib-

and enhancing learning activities through the collabora-

ute content, and, moderating the students’ discussion, the

tion of students: it is learning by and learning about col-

teacher may add, delete or link pieces of the content on

laboration. While systems for computer-supported col-

the whiteboard.

laborative learning (CSCL) usually aim at distributed

3.2. Open Source Implementation

learning environments our open-space environment is

To implement the prototype without needing to start

intended to support collaborative face-to-face activities.

from scratch, we relied on open source libraries already
available. We used the open source wrapper of the Wintab
driver called WinTabdotNet [25] in order to implement
the multiple input based on pen-tablets. This driver provides for the proper function of the pen tablets. Another
important component is the RawInputSharp [21], which is
a wrapper of the Raw Input. As we already mentioned
before, the Raw Input API allows us to identify every
input device, in this case every pen-tablet. Finally, to get
the basic structure of the application, we used an open
source diagramming library called Netron [17]. These
three open source applications provide us with the starting framework for developing our application.

3.3. Gesture-based interaction

(The image presents a screenshot of the whiteboard af-

Gesture-based input is being supported across various

ter the teacher and students have created some rectangular

input devices. Gestures are automatically detected as such

node objects for creating or importing content, and con-

and interpreted semantically by the system. For easy re-

nected them by drawing from one node to the other.)

trieval and follow-up work reusable materials are stored
with their semantic structure. Each element (node) may

4. Classroom Interaction Design Patterns

contain recursively another structure with connected ob-

The development of an interaction design pattern lan-

jects. In case of the whiteboards the final goal would be

guage to support classroom activities is currently under-

to reduce all necessary interaction to the moderating ges-

way. The pattern-approach intents to document, evaluate,

tures and documentary writing on the screen. This allows

and improve good solutions (with argument and context)

the users to give a semantic, hierarchical structure to

to reoccurring problems in interaction design, and also to

content that is elsewise free-hand written and stored as a

ensure consistency across platforms and applications.

picture.

They are specific and abstract enough to be adapted and

There are two modes to operate the whiteboard’s inter-

implemented across a range of different devices like in-

face: command mode and write mode. Users can switch

teractive whiteboards, pen-tablets or PDAs within a com-

from one mode to another mode by pointing the electronic

puter-integrated classroom environment. A longer-term

pen to the whiteboard twice rapidly in an area where no

perspective of an emerging pattern language for educa-

object is located. In order to maximize intuitive usability

tional technologies is the seamless integration of archi-

single-stroke gestures are being applied. For instance we

tectural, interaction design and software patterns for for-

use a simple rectangle to create an open space for some-

mal and informal learning environments.

one’s contribution that afterwards may be associated via

Preliminary high level interaction patterns supporting

drag and drop to other (groups of) participants, or other

open, problem-oriented learning environments address

pieces of content. Gestures to move, relate, zoom or de-

openness, collaboration, construction, and relation

lete nodes, or import content are documented in [3].

・

Open space for constructive activities: provides

a white-space to collaboratively create and edit content. A

gesture-based input paradigm for touch sensitive devices

presence widget, remote access, access orchestration.

defines gestures to perform all necessary interactions di-

4.3. Multiple Client Access

rectly on the whiteboard or from some tablet.

・

Support of collaboration necessitated by tasks.

Access orchestration (or “floor-control”) allows granting

・

Context: Collaborative learning, learning with

whiteboards

・

Problem: The blackboard has been criticized for

and hindering access to shared screens like the white-

promoting a teacher centered instruction while students

board. A group presence widget represents the student

may contribute content only verbally. In remote lectures

group and their position in the context of learning activi-

even this opportunity is lost. Collaborative learning ac-

ties. A shared screen mode makes individual input acces-

tivities may afford synchronous access of various students

sible for all participants. Access from multiple pen-tablets

to the same shared resources.

is being supported. (In our case this access is imple-

・

Solution: provide for multiple and distributed

mented in MS Windows XP using the WinTab.Net wrapper

access to a shared screen (e.g. on a whiteboard) for indi-

of the Wintab driver, which allows us to receive inde-

vidual

pendently every input message from the pen tablets input

pen-tablets or tablet PCs.

device. The messages sent by the input devices are proc-

4.4. Pattern: Group Presence Widget

essed independently by our application.)
The following collection of brief pattern descriptions
illustrates our current approach:

4.1. Pattern: Open Space

・

Context:

Problem-oriented

or

constructivist

Problem: Presentation and annotation of prefab-

ricated materials do not encourage student participation.
Problem-oriented learning should start with students’ construction and discussion.

・

mice,

keyboards,

Context: Collaborative Learning in class and

between remote places, multiple client access

・

Forces: Learners need to control their speed of

tivate learners.

・

Problem statement: Users should see their pro-

gression in relation to others but screen real estate is limited.

・

Solution: Provide for a widget that indicates the

current page number of each user in the current session

Solution: Provide one or many open spaces for

students to create content, and to put pieces into relation.

・

individual

progression. Seeing oneself in relation to others may mo-

in-class learning activities, classroom activities

・

・

students through

Related patterns: gesture-based input, multiple

using a small icon, which is displayed in the user's selected ink color, along the slider at a position relative to
other users. The user moves between pages by dragging

clients’ access.

his icon along the slider. To allow for flexibility, auto-

4.2. Pattern: Gesture-based input

matic page turns are not supported and the user is respon-

・

Context:

Problem-oriented

or

constructivist

sible for advancing to the next slide.

in-class learning activities, learning with whiteboards

・

Problem: A central stage for projection helps to

5. Future Work

focus attention in class. Interactive whiteboards allow for

In order to support systems like Linux, it is indispen-

flexible creation, editing and documentation of learning

sable to find an equivalent of the WinTab.Net and Raw-

materials, but their use is often constrained by rigid soft-

inputsharp, which are dependent of the underlying opera-

ware. Spending too much time in activities, which are not

tive system. We should proceed by the same means as the

directly related to teaching (typing long commands or

TIDL Toolkit. In Linux, we can run our code using the

queries, or searching for files) may interrupt the dynamic

open source framework called Mono [15], which is an

flow of the lecture and distract the attention of the audi-

open implementation of the Microsoft .NET framework.

ence.

・

Currently we are preparing an evaluation of the open
Solution: Provide for a gesture-based interac-

classroom system that was designed according to ideas

tion that enables users to perform all activities related to

indicated above. Java Programming classes will be con-

teaching on the interactive whiteboard as the unique input

ducted applying different media environments and com-

and output device.

paring students’ preference for either standard software of

・

Subordinate patterns include the individual

interactive whiteboards, or the open classroom system

gestures, such as creating and linking nodes [3], related

prototype with access from tablet PCs. Accompanying

patterns may include multiple clients’ presentation, group

research deals with didactic implications and potentials.
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